A Brief Essay on the Use of Antidepressants for Cocaine Dependence
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Mini Review

Cocaine addiction is a chronic, progressive, relapsing disease, in which medical, psychiatric and social deteriorations occur. The mechanism of action of cocaine involves inhibition of neuronal monoamine transporters, in some brain structures and primarily in the dopamine reuptake system located in mesolimbic neurons. Cocaine rapidly increases the dopaminergic neurotransmission, and triggers adaptive changes in circuits underlying reinforcement, reward, sensitization and the high addictive potential of cocaine [1].

Some works have attempted to link molecular aspects of neural mechanisms, underlying the behavioral effects of repeated drug administration, and those responsible for traditional forms of learning and memory [2]. Increases in dopamine (DA) have been shown to be associated with reports of drug reinforcement, corroborating the relevance of drug-induced DA increases in the rewarding effects of drugs in humans [3]. Drugs of abuse are known to cause persistent modifications of neural circuits, leading to addictive behaviors and changes in synaptic plasticity, in dopaminergic neurons of the ventral tegmental area (VTA). These alterations may contribute to circuit modification, induced by many drugs of abuse, including cocaine [4]. This cocaine-induced enhancement of synaptic plasticity in the VTA may be important for the formation of drug-associated memory.

Despite the great number of studies on cognitive deficits in cocaine abusers, the nature of these deficits is still uncertain [5]. Evidences [6] indicated that, in relation to other psychopathological disorders, the severity of neuropsychological impairments in cocaine addiction is modest, albeit not indicative of the absence of neurocognitive dysfunctions. According to these authors, the impact of such small differences in performance on the quality of life, as well as on craving and relapse, may be substantial.

Cocaine addiction continues to be a worldwide important public health problem; and, although there is no approved pharmacotherapy for cocaine addiction, a number of drugs have been tested with some promising results [7]. In the short term, cocaine appears to stimulate dopaminergic neurotransmission, by blocking the reuptake of dopamine. However, evidence suggests that, with long-term use, the nerve terminals may be depleted of dopamine. Dopamine depletion has been thought to contribute to the dysphoria that develops during withdrawal from cocaine and the subsequent craving for more of the drug. In this way, alterations in dopamine neurotransmission may be responsible for the development of compulsive use patterns. With higher doses and regular use, other neurotransmitter systems such as serotonin are probably directly or indirectly mediating CNS toxicity [8].

Initial studies of pharmacological treatments for cocaine dependence focused largely on drugs that would directly influence the dopaminergic function, but most of these agents have been found to be ineffective [9]. Despite advances and promising findings from preclinical research, no approved pharmacological treatment exists for cocaine abuse [10]. There is evidence [11] indicating that chronic, heavy cocaine abusers have persistent deficits in neurobehavioral functioning. Antidepressants may be used for the symptoms withdrawal of chronic cocaine abuse, because one of its actions is to block the reuptake of catecholamines and stabilize their receptors [12].

In common with all other classes of substance-abuse disorders, cocaine dependence has been shown by community and clinical surveys to be strongly associated with depression [13]. Cocaine abuse may lead to overdose (related to seizures and/or status epilepticus) and to diseases (schizophrenia, depression and anxiety) [14]. Antidepressants are commonly used in substance abusers, due to their potential effect on some underlying mechanisms involved in drug-use disorders, and in the treatment of comorbid depression, although more studies are necessary to be conclusive. Interestingly, SSRIs do not seem to offer significant advantages, as compared to tricyclic drugs,
in substance-abuse disorders [15]. It has been recently reported [16] that desipramine, a tricyclic antidepressant, was an effective treatment for depression, among cocaine-dependent patients.

Conclusion
In the blockade of some effects of cocaine by imipramine is an important issue. However, the implication for the use of antidepressants in the treatment of cocaine addiction is still a question of debate, and deserves further studies.
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